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October Day

Oh Lord, it's time, it's time. It was a great summer.

Lay your shadow now on the sundials,

and on the open fields let the winds go!

Give the tardy fruits the command to fill;

give them two more Mediterranian days,

drive them on into their greatness, and press

the final sweetness into the heavy wine.

Whoever has no house by now will not build.

Whoever is alone now, will remain alone,

will wait up, read, write long letters,

and walk along sidewalks under large trees,

not going home, as the leaves fall and blow away.

Rainer Maria Rilke

English: (C) Robert Bly 1981

What is born of jasmine, soft

as a feather and pearlescent?

As a child it is an emerald,

and upon graduation wears a

red gown. I t leaves its home

as a jade and never returns,

sometimes traveling to the

farthest reaches of the globe.

In its maturity it returns to the

earth but not before its true

character is known.

Hint: We only have Capricorn

to thank for this gem.

A RIDDLE In this Edition:

- The Denver Fairy Garden continues to

inspire regenerative efforts world-wide

- Originateve China is growing at a

Fibonacci rate

- Premier contribution by our new South

African friend, Mads, on Learning

through Play

-The story of Yuran, one of the first to

come through the threshold of

Amerikanoestudios
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"Eagle," called Arthur, "We are looking for

Mabon, son of Modron, who was stolen

from his mother's side three nights after

his birth. Do you know where he may be

hidden?"

The ancient story of Mabon, tel ls the tale

of how Arthur and his knights tirelessly

tracked the Great Hunter, Mabon. Rumors

had it, that only he couldhunt down and kil l

the terrible boar: Twrch Trwyth. Their

quest began by asking his very own

mother if she knew where her son might

be found. Of course her response was ful l

of violence—unspoken grief often

manifests as so: "Do you think I have not

wondered that myself, all these long

years? Nonetheless, asking her was not in

vain, for she suggested that though she

did not know where her son could be

found perhaps Blackbird might have a

better idea. Leaving her in the muck of

eternal immobilizing grief, they set off not

knowing where or how they would find

Mabon, but going. Heroism is defined by

action. Are you defeated before the

journey? Do you give up along the way?

Or are you fit for life's labyrinth's of dead

ends—certain there's a way out?"

This Mabon issue, carries the words from

many Arthurs and their knights. Stories

and reflections from those choosing to

define their l ives by the action required by

a commitment towards holism and

regeneration. We are a people wil l ing, not

ready, but wil l ing. This is our Flight Path.

Gluskabe

Wo-Acatl , Shishi - China

The Faery Garden at Augustana
Enters its 3rd Year

Regenerative Natural Play: This may seem like a

concept that needs to be unpacked a bit to grasp all

of the beauty and angles of the project. The vision

started as a place for preschoolers at Augustana

Early Learning Center in Denver to play outside in a

discovery based free-learning model while having

access to enough ground to grow some vegetables

and herbs. The Faery Garden is definitely these

things, but also much more. Children explore

abundantly an acre area with many mature trees.

They dig holes, swing on ropes, cl imb trees, saw

branches, build forts, eat wild edible plants and

cultivated vegetables al l while playing based on

their own sense of discovery and narrative.

This year, we have focused on accounting for the

change in bio diversity that has come from three

years of nature play. This increase has been in part

due to intentional ly bringing in plant l ife and seeds,

but it has also emerged from sculpting the natural

landscape. Digging holes and trenches, for

instance has given the water that fal ls as rain,

places to pool, which has in turn al lowed seeds to

germinate that do not have an opportunity to in the

past. From the first year to the second bio diversity

changed less than 1 0% due to the impoverished

soil that had

previously been

managed by

mowing. Between

the second and

third, however, we

have seen an

explosion of over

50%. These

numbers wil l help

provide a case for

play based

horticulture areas to

also carry a title of

science laboratory.



Tale of a Youth who grew up to be an Earth Steward
by Carl Emmons

Semillas de Amerikanoestudios
Back in the summer of2011, our co-founders, Carl Emmons and Ron Green

serendipitously met up in the small rural town ofEsparza, Costa Rica. The full story of
these origins is only attempted to be shared around the fire. For now it should suffice

to know of the endless 4am conversations that brought to life studio one of
Amerikanoestudios which would then, 3 years in, give birth to our beloed Originateve.
Semillas de Amerikanoestudios is a safe haven to re-member the seeds of the doul

and dream work played out in what we refer to as the umblilicus of the universe.

[The fol lowing is an attempt to unravel a few
short strands of the ever-spindl ing twine of fate
& destiny we were all beautiful ly woven into at
the beginning of time. The focus of this article
wil l be a look at both the long-term effects of
holistic & regenerative practice as well as the
peripheral ripples into community that said
educational models create. The case study are
individuals we crossed paths with at the
Origins of Originateve: Amerikanoestudios
Studio #1 in Esparza, Costa Rica. ]

Meet Yuran Andres Alvarado. He is
currently undergoing his 2nd year at the
Universidad Tecnica Nacional of Costa Rica. In
2 more years, he hopes to graduate with a BA
in Forestry and Wildl ife Science Engineering.
When asked if he ever imagined himself
becoming a flora aficionado a substantial
chuckle reveals the absurdity of the thought.
Yuran, as most al l other Costarrican boys,
grew up with a myopic l ife-vision, caused by
cultural ly-impoverished modernity, whereby the
only heroes reverence worthy are those
wearing soccer cleats and an Addidas jersey.
As a matter of fact, for most Latin American
youth, soccer is the only societal ly praise-
worthy activity to aspire towards. And so early
on, Yuran was set on being the next lead
scorer for the Costarrican national team
representing “the tricolor” overseas. So what
forks in the road did Yuran come to in his
initiatory years? Upon considering the direction
l ife has taken Yuran, I am reminded of the
wonderful touché, wrongful ly attributed to
Lennon, that “l ife happens while you are busy
making plans”. The weavers of fate and
destiny care l ittle for our plans. At times, they
are amused by them but mostly they just keep
weaving away. So much for Yuran’s aspiration
to sports stardom--those shoes wil l always be
fi l led--we now have one more warrior-in-the-
making on behalf of Mother nature. More on
how he came to all of this in a bit.

Meet brothers Alex and Abraham
Cambronero. When I first rock and rol led into
Esparza in 2007, these inseparable hermanos
were the boom of the town. Their hot-sel l ing
corner shoe store, Zapateria 3A, was the spot
if you wanted to be “in”. Back then, I did. A
steady friendship began to grow from my many
hours hanging around the shop. At 27, my
Saturn’s return was trying desperately to hang
on to being “cool”. Alex and Abraham
Cambronero, both nearly a decade older than
me, have admitted to being victim of the same
fleeting desire of staying cool. Thankful ly, fate
and destiny knew all of that pettiness was soon
to change. Over the decade that would fol low,
a shift in consciousness would radical ly
change each of us, pul l ing us through diverse
experiences into a shared call ing of cultural
and ecological recovery.

When asked to recall what gave
shape to his shift in consciousness and being,
Abraham Cambronero speaks fondly of many
conversations with the older generation in
Esparza. One in particular stands out, “I
remember many conversations that unfolded

with local poet: Rolando Rojas. In our talks I
discovered a call ing to move deeper into my
responsibi l ity towards myself, others and the
planet. ” Alex on the other hand remembers the
impact of turning 40 and shared that, “I felt I
had become successful in ways that most
expect of a grown man. Yet sti l l , i t felt l ike only
half of what l ife was meant to be. As the
months went on, I began to l isten more
careful ly to a different song one call ing me to a
paradigm shift”. One more experience that
became transformational for the 2 of them was
their cl imb of Chirripo, Costa Rica’s highest
peak (3,820 meters). Of this voyage, Abraham
said that, “As surfers, my brother and I grew up
with a close connection to the sea, atop
Chirripo we connected to another part of
Mother Nature. And that began to seal the deal
for the direction we have decided to take both
from a business but also personal
perspective.”

In a day and age, in which we
obsess with an il lusion of control, in which, we
set a course for the direction we want our l ives
to take: first in terms of education then in terms
of career, it is easy to overlook or dismiss
these landmarks of consciousness-shift, that
are just outside of our mortal clout. The
weaver’s of fate and destiny skil lful ly make
way for l ife changes we never imagined. And
so, just as the Cambronero brothers, in their
own world, were crossing thresholds of
change, so was young Yuran.

“I never thought I ’d be studying to be
a Forest Engineer”, Yuran shared with a laugh.
“Somewhere in my teenage years, I started to
be really bothered by the fact that I l ived in a
country that was promoted international ly as a
“Green Nation” while al l of us locals know of
the deep ecological issues we have. More and
more so, I felt a growing conviction to be a part
of the change rather than just being one in the
crowd that always complained about the issues
at hand.” Though Yuran is not articulate about
his influences, having been one of his mentors
for over 3 years at studio #1 , I choose to
connect the dots and wear his l ife-cal l ing l ike a
small medal of a job well done. He grew up in
the midst of a regenerating culture of “just do
it” kind of people. Some of this mother-earth-
guerri l la-mental ity must have rubbed off doing
river sweeps, setting up recycling programs
and planting gardens alongside his peers at
Studio #1 . I f I am wrong in my assumption, the
effect of my assumption is what matters: I am
committed to keep working with youth.

For this Summer, Yuran is planning
to work closely with the Esparza Township in
order to evaluate recycling behaviors of the
population and suggest possible avenues for
improvement. At the top of his l ist is working
with youth, “I want to get into the schools. They
are the ones that can bring the message home
to their parents and fight for the changes that
need to take place.” Hmmmm….reminds me a
hell-whole-lot of why I ’ve never really cared
much for stirring change in my peers.

Save for dudes, l ike the
Cambroneros, who are few and far between.
What distinguishes them is the abil ity in mid-l ife
to take on a whole new direction, risking it al l .
This past May, they celebrated their 2nd month
after having opened, La Casa del Garrobo, a
family owned restaurant that seeks not the
profit of the glory days of their renown shoe
store which they sold off 2 years ago, rather a
quaint operation that seeks to offer local and
international tourists a place to come together,
in nature, and enjoy local culture and ecology.
“Preservation of the planet is at the center of
what we want to be a part of in the eclipse of
our l ives. Having good places for good people
to come together and share good ideas is a
l ittle bit of what the Casa del Garrobo is al l
about!”

As I look back on the days of
Amerikanoestudios Studio #1 , I remember
wanting to see folk such as Yuran and the
Cambroneros hand in hand at work with the
many projects we hoped for the community of
Esparza. But oft these long cycles take time
and they happen in ways we could never
dream of. Back then Yuran was hard pressed
to even show up on time to the studio let alone
muster up the initiative to join one of our river
sweeping expeditions. The Cambroneros were
always busy with their shoe businesses. But
those days are gone.

A few months ago, Yuran found
himself back in his hometown carrying out a
prel iminary survey of flora for his class on:
Botanical Inventory. The site he chose,
however, has made this story of fate & destiny
impossible not to tel l : La Casa del Garrobo.
The work of Yuran wil l now aid the
Cambroneros in sharing a knowledge, often
dismissed, with those traveling through. Never
would I have dreamed of the Cambroneros
running a small , eco-friendly restaurant
business of cultural and ecological recovery.
Let alone one that has been botanical ly
surveyed by one of the very students to pass
through the doors of studio 1 . The threads of
fate and destiny are both beautiful and strong. I
am learning that her tapestry has always been
beautiful ly spun. But I have a myopia of my
own to attend. One that is impatient.
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LEARNING IS PLAY
and play is love in action!

All kinds of play, in our l ittle family, are just one of those

things that happen all the time, particularly with our two

boys, Cameron (Camo) who is turning 9 in October and

Gabriel (Gabe) who is 7. I t is one of the main motivating

factors for not putting our boys into the main stream

education system. Often, as my husband, Neil , and I sit

back quietly and observe them engrossed in their

magical, mysterious world of play I am reminded of how

we as adults have forgotten how to play. I bel ieve it is

one of those crucial parts of l iving that we need to

relearn and reclaim as human beings. Play, I think, is

more a state of being than something we do, we live in

a playful world, we see and feel that as we connect with

nature and other sentient beings.

We see in our boys the incredible amount of

natural curiosity and abundance of learning that

happens as they create their imaginary worlds in play.

There are no boundaries in this state or zone and this is

where we see that their deepest and lasting learning

happens. They are learning about themselves, each

other, relationships, how they fit into the world, during

these intensely involved times. They are free to push

and go beyond their own boundaries, without feel ing

the pressure of meeting external standards or imposed

conventional cultures expectations. They are

completely free and in tune with themselves in this

space and in turn at one with the Creator as they create

along with the Divine. Our boys have reopened our

eyes to this beautiful being of play and we yearn for it

and the ‘space’ to be able to play, learn and love along

with others of al l ages and backgrounds, who also love

to play.

Albert Einstein said that “imagination is more

important than knowledge” and the most obvious way to

expand our imagination is through playfulness. As we

play as a family, our neural pathways are exploding into

action, the garden is created within own minds, and the

soil is being ti l led for the seeds/concepts of learning

how to read, explore numbers, learn math, express our

innate creativity, the primal core of music and the l ist

goes on and on and on, there is no end to learning.

James P. Carse in his book, Finite and Infinite

Games, addresses at length various typers of play.

Here below, I 'd l ike to share an excerpt that

complements what I have hoped to share with each of

you on what play is to my family and I .

Here’s to infinity and beyond!

"There are at least two kinds of games. One
could be called finite, the other infinite. A finite
game is played for the purpose of winning, an

infinite game for the purpose of continuing
play. Finite players play within boundaries;

infinite players play with boundaries. Surprise
causes finite play to end; it is the reason for

infinite play to continue. To be prepared
against surprise is to be trained. To be

prepared for surprise is to be educated. The
finite play for life is serious; the infinite play of
life is joyous.The joyfulness of infinite play, its
laughter, lies in learning to start something we
cannot finish. No one can play a game alone.
One cannot be human by oneself. Our social
existence has an inescapably fluid character.
We are not the stones over which the stream
of the world flows; we are the stream itself.

Change itself is the very basis of our continuity
as persons. Only that which can change can
continue; this is the principle by which infinite

players live."

(excerpt from "Finite and Infinite Games" by Dr. James P. Carse)

As we sit together as a family on our couch
feeling the warm Spring sunshine on our bodies,
anticipation and excitement begins to build in our hearts
for our new adventure. Our passion for learning, creating
community, daily interaction and experiencing connection
with diverse people of al l ages, attracts the four of us to
Shishi, PRC. There is a daily buzz of excitement within
our household as we await a new multicultural learning
environment in Shishi and Mastertree Kindergarten. We
humbly look forward to wholeheartedly serving our new
community and to help create bonds of playful, creative
learning and true friendship. When we depart South Africa
we wil l indeed physical ly leave behind many beautiful
people, but those relationships wil l be apart of us
indefinitely.

Looking forward to connecting with everyone soon.
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ORIGINATEVE CHINA
Autumn is well under way beneath the eastern wing tip of
the magpie. This past September 3rd, Master Tree
Kindergarten kicked off it's first fal l semester as an Originateve Certified
Wood School. Both classes opened up with ful l rosters. The older kids'
class is cal led Tianguan after the Chinese God of the sky. The younger
kids' class is cal led Aglaea in memory of one of the 3 Greek sisters that weave
together the fates and destinies of al l mortals. By the time Spring Festival rol ls
around to welcome the Chinese Lunar Year of the Pig, we hope to open up our
third class: Euphrosyne.

MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL
The autumnal equinox, known to our pagan
european ancestors as Mabon, is celebrated in
China as Zhōngqiū Jié. The activities kicked off with
a traditional chinese dress up cocktai l and
photoshoot. After some light-hearted flattery and a
good share of laughs we all moved up to the
Dyonisus Theatre, for our Mid-Autumn Festival
Show. We delighted in the multiple performances in

both English and Chinese by both new and old kids. Special mention of a brief theatrical

representation by our 4 year olds celebrated Confucius' 2569th birthday. After the show parents

went home. From what we heard many found themselves enjoying a nice mid-autumn date, well

overdue. Staff and kids stayed at school awaiting the rise of the long expected ful l moon.

Beneath her, atop our roof, gathered around a fire we sang, danced and even munched on

some s'mores. Next up is Samhain, bring on the ghosts and ghouls of hal loween!

OUR LITTLE FENGHUANG
VILLAGE CONTINUES TO GROW
This past September 22nd, Originateve University intern,

Javier Lastres, final ly landed in Shishi after a 64 hour trip

that included 3 layovers. Originateve USA, Austral ia, Costa

Rica and China all commend you, young Long Arrow, for

your wil l ingness and efforts to leave behind so much of the

way you had come to understand the world. Your presence,

as all youthful energy should be, is a ecstatic blend of

nostalgia and promise. Over the months to come, Javier, wil l

be sharing more of his term in Shishi via the Originateve

China blog. Be sure to hear it straight from the yegua's

mouth at: originatevechina.blogspot.com
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Shortly after I started my Certified Mentorship Program
in Denver, I shared my experience on community
reading in the Yule 201 7 issue of Flight Path (in case
you missed that one, it is sti l l available in the NEWS
section of: www.origateve.org. In that article I described
how I used to only enjoy books in my little individual istic
cocoon and how Originateve allowed me to discover the
delights of a more sociable and deeply reflective style of
reading.

Lately a similar thing has been happening to me, this
time with poetry. I used to think I wasn’t a poetry-loving
type of person, not l ike that friend of mine with an overly
round handwriting, green lipstick and a sophisticated, art
teaching mother. I mostly saw poetry as something
unnecessary and even inauthentic, empty flowery
words, someone trying to be artistic. Poems didn’t seem
to speak to me personally. Maybe over the years I read
some poems that weren’t so bad, maybe they were
funny or beautiful or somewhat interesting, but I never
scratched below the surface. That is, before I was
prompted to study selected poems for my CMP.

From the beginning, I took the task as a chance to
final ly dig deeper in this vastly unexplored land. As I
started reading and analyzing the poems, my spade
soon clinked against hidden treasures: I discovered
there were pieces that actual ly resonated with me.
However the most significant change probably occurred
after my dearest col leagues and friends, Carl and Glow
Emmons, invited me to join them on their rooftop for a
rosy tips at 5.30 one morning. A rosy tips is when the
sun is rising, the mosquitoes are looking for a juicy meal
and discussions are had (on this instant we nibbled on
poems). I loved hearing Carl read poems he had chosen
and the conversation that fol lowed opened little windows
behind the words, making the poems so much more
relevant; even when it wasn’t for me right there and
then, I could see the words resonating in my friends,
and possibly in me later in l ife.
That first rosy tips was fol lowed by a second one, that
was also enriched by the presence of another friend,
and our third gathering had three more participants
(even though two of them were only visiting our town). I t
is now a weekly moment I cherish, savoring the calm
chil l iness of early morning, the meaningful exchange in
good company, poems putting so precisely in words
something I had been just vaguely thinking.

I wil l leave you with one of those poems that make me
internal ly nod in approval and provoke that tinge of
pleasure only words well turned do.

NON-COMMITMENT

Hurrah! to them who do nothing
see nothing feel nothing whose
hearts are fitted with prudence
like a diaphragm across
womb’s beckoning doorway to bar
the scandal of seminal rage. I’m
told the owl too wears wisdom
in a ring ofdefense round
each vulnerable eye securing it fast
against the darts of sight. Long ago
in the Middle East Pontius Pilate
openly washed involvement off his
white hands and became famous. (Ofall
the Roman officials before him and after
who else is talked about
every Sunday in the Apostles’ Creed?) And
talking ofapostles that other fellow
Judas wasn’t such a fool
either; though much maligned by
succeeding generations the fact remains
he alone in that motley crowd
had sense enough to tell a doomed
movement when he saw one
and get out quick, a nice little
packet bulging his coat pocket
into the bargain—sensible fellow.

Chinua Achebe

September 1 970

Reaching Out to Rosy Tips
ByMaria Hyvari




